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Depositing Supply Chain Profits in Financial Services  

The Challenge: A multinational Investment Banking and Financial Services  client wanted 

to improve management of IT server capacity required to support a myriad of financial 

applications across commercial, personal, and investment banking, and including credit card 

processing . The company needed to balance projected application demands, against the need to 

invest in additional server capacities. They also had to plan for eventual server retirement and 

replacement to maintain service levels. Previously, each application area individually ordered servers 

from an online catalog, resulting in significant waste , considering the large total spend involved, i.e., 

tens of millions of $’s . At the start of the engagement, the client had already moved to central 

management of servers in order to improve efficiency. They had previously implemented a 

superficial layer of Kinaxis S&OP, demand, and supply planning functionality, primarily on 

their own, and were not realizing the level of efficiency they sought.   

The Solution: a small expert team was deployed to help the client make full use of their 

Kinaxis SC planning technology investment and better achieve their objective to improve 

server asset management. The team consisted of an onsite Kinaxis solution architect and a 

remote solutions analyst. The six-month accelerated engagement, focused on three impact 

areas: demand and supply planner training and coaching, partial re-implementation and 

expansion of demand planning breath, and a net-new implementation of MRP with constraint 

planning. The IT planners didn’t have supply chain management backgrounds, so it was 

necessary to teach fundamental best SCM practices in tandem with Kinaxis functionality, as 

we progressively configured the enhanced system. 

Demand was forecasted in virtual server capacity units and translated to physical  server 

demands to drive procurement. Kinaxis NPI and EOL profiles were employed to shift 

demand from older server constructs to replacement server configurations. Consensus-

based demand planning was used to decide on the approved demand plan, comprised of a 

combined weighting of demand streams from sales, operations, and statistical forecasting. A 

value-add evaluation of each demand stream was used to drive to the consensus more 

objectively. Kinaxis product segmentation functionality was implemented to better allocate 

planner effort to exceptions requiring attention.  
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Implementation of MRP required construction of alternate BOMs that represented 3 stages 

of server product configuration for various server products.  Stage 1: represented the 

procurement of server components, CPUs, racks, disks, etc. and direct shipping to an 

Integration partner. Stage 2: included the assembly of components into racks and testing by 

the integration partner before shipment to one of 20 global data centers. Stage3 : involved 

the finalization of rack configuration, use of centralized service for virtualization, and 

detailed testing. Stage lead times were modeled along with constraints reflecting data center 

and virtualization service labor and testing tool capacities. 

The Results: The client was able to significantly improve forecast accuracy, resulting in 

increased capacity/$ efficiency and associated reductions in projected inventory and cash flow. This 

was enabled by demand planner coaching and having the ability in Kinaxis to measure forecast 

value-add for different demand planning stakeholders.  Statistical forecasting was found to be more 

accurate than manual inputs from sales, or data center operations stakeholders and was more 

heavily weighted. Supply throughput was also improved through modelling of alternative capacity 

scenarios and resulting recalibration which better aligned with projected demands. Coaching also 

resulting in improved collaboration between planners and better alignment between demand and 

supply plans. The client Vice President sponsor at the client very pleased with the results delivered 

over a relatively short timeline.

 

About Spinnaker: Spinnaker is a supply chain services company that helps clients grow, 

manage risk, reduce costs, and improve customer service by developing world -class supply 

chain capabilities. Our services help clients develop the right supply chain strategy for their 

business challenges and implement the process and technology solutions to improve 

Demand/Supply Planning, Procurement and Sourcing, Logistics and Warehousing, and Reverse 

Logistics business performance. Spinnaker offers a unique service delivery model that 

combines the strength of deeply experienced management and technology consultants with a 

seasoned team of business process outsourcing (BPO) and 3rd -party logistics (3PL) 

professionals. Founded in 2002, Spinnaker has offices in Boston, Columbus, Denver, Houston, 

Memphis, Pittsburgh, London, and Singapore.  

Contact Us: 

Phone: 877-466-0745 

Email: info@spinnakermgmt.com 


